**ELLE DECOTRENDS**

**Right round**
Porcelain tea set on a glass and wood table, Purpur by Roxanne Flick, DOPPIA FIRMA.

**Fair and square**
An oversized back for an irresistible armchair, Henningssen, CARL HANSEN & SON.

**Sea shells**
Slipk rug made of cotton and Himalayan wool, Hand knotted, Patricia Urquiola for CC TAPIS.

**Micro-trend SIDE BY SIDE**
The side tables combine with elegance.

Metal tables that can be grouped into geometric figures, INDI GI DESIGN.

An irresistible trio for DIY lovers, Maseen by Samer Alameen, JCP UNIVERSE.

Squares, half ellipses and circles... table Constellations that harmonize till infinity, NICHE TO STUDIO.